
How to Use Kikugawa City Premium Gift Certificate “Smile Ticket 2022” 
 

●How to Purchase: You can purchase the gift certificate up to two sets per household at the following purchase 

locations in exchange for the enclosed “Exchange Voucher” and necessary cash. (Purchasable one by one each） 

 

●Purchase Periods: Monday October 3, 2022 to Wednesday, October 26, 2022 

 

●Price and Coupon Value: 5,000 yen for each set of coupons (Coupon value 10,000 yen) *Premium Rate: 100% 

【Contents of Coupons】 

A-type Coupons: Five coupons that can be used at the participating stores except for large stores. 

 
 

※Large stores are the stores defined in the Large Scale Retail Store Location Law with the capital outside the city. 

(Sales floor or store area of at least 1,000 square meters) 

 

B-type Coupons: Five coupons that can be used at all the participating stores. 

 

 
 

 

●Purchase Locations: Post Offices【Purchasable Hours: 9:00 to 17:00 on weekdays】 

●Kikugawa Post Office ●Kikugawa Ekimae Post Office ●Kawashiro Post Office ●Yokoji 

Post Office ●Ogasa Post Office ●Kawakami Post Office ●Ogasa Minamiyama Post Office 

Seven-Eleven【Purchasable Hours: 9:00 to 20:00 on weekdays, weekends, and public holidays】 

●Kikugawa Honjo Store ●Kikugawa Kamokita Store ●Kikugawa Kamo Store ●Kikugawa 

Akatsuchi Store 

 

●Available Stores: The above coupons can be used at the participating stores listed on this guide. (The list is as of 

August 31 and accepting new participating stores.) Please refer to the Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry website for latest information.  

Chamber of Commerce and Industry website: Https://kksho.jp 

Please check the latest participating stores by reading the barcode on the right. 

Posters are displayed at the participating stores. 

 

1. Coupons are available only during the following usage periods. After the period, the coupons 

will become invalid. 

2. Coupons cannot be exchanged, sold, or cashed. Also, no change will be given from coupons 

used. 

3. Kikugawa City is not responsible for any theft, loss, destruction, forgery, or alternation of 

coupons. 

4. Coupons can only be used at registered stores in Kikugawa City. In addition, A-type coupons 

cannot be used at large stores. 

 

https://kksho.jp/


●Usage Periods: Monday, October 3, 2022 to Tuesday, January 31, 2023  

*Coupons become invalid after the usage periods. 

 

●Purposes Not Covered by Coupons 
(1) Payment of investments and debts (taxes, transfer payments, transfer fees, electricity, gas fee, water bill, telephone 

bill, insurance, etc.) 

(2) Payment of securities (gift certificates, beer coupons, book coupons, etc.), postage stamps, revenue stamps, prepaid 

cards, and other items with high cash value. 

(3) Self-payment of medical expenses at medical institutions. 

(4) Payment of raw materials, equipment, and merchandise, along with business activities. 

(5) Payment of real estate, such as land and house purchase, house rent or land rent, parking lot (except for temporary 

parking.) 

(6) Conversion to cash or deposit in a financial institution. 

(7) Payment for business as provided in Article 2, Paragraph 5 of Act on Control and Improvement of Amusement and 

Entertainment Businesses, etc. 

(8) Payment of cigarettes 

(9) Payment for business related to specific religions and political groups or against public order and moral 

(10) Charge to any electronic money 

(11) Other matters that are not along with the issuing purpose of this gift certificate 

  

■Issued by: Kikugawa City 

 


